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Nominal Classification 

1. Introduction 

Almost all languages have some grammatical means of dividing up their noun lexicon into distinct 

classes. However in many languages, this distinction may be purely lexical or semi-lexical, and not 

translate into morphosyntactic inherent or contextual features. Systems of nominal classification have 

typically been described in terms of three sub-types arranged along a typological continuum that ranges 

from lexical class and measure terms to classifiers to noun classes (also called grammatical gender).In this 

unit, we examine the features of [NOUN CLASS], [NOUN CLASSIFIER], and [NUMERAL 

CLASSIFIER] as manifested in some Indian languages. 

 

2. Noun Class Languages 

At the extreme end of the spectrum lie languages that have an obligatory system of noun classification, 

whereby each noun in the language is classified into either one of a limited, closed number of classes. In 

the traditional literature, this classification property is referred to as grammatical gender, but we shall use 

the more neutral term “noun class” to label this feature, given that the number of noun classes languages 

have may range between 2 (e.g., Punjabi, Hindi, etc.) to 18 (Swahili, Zulu. etc.).  

 

In some languages there is a marker of noun class on every noun; in others, none, or on a few classes 

only. And while there is always some semantic basis to the grouping of nouns into classes, typically such 

classes do not cover the whole set of nouns. For example, Tamil has two noun classes: Class 1 contains 

humans, gods, and demons (so-called rational nouns), whereas Class 2 includes all other (so-called 

irrational) nouns.  

 

In all noun class languages, some constituent outside the noun itself must agree in class with it (alongside 

number and gender); in other words, [NC] defines agreement classes, and is therefore a morphosyntactic 

feature. As a consequence, noun class is always easy to detect, even in languages where there is no 

uniform formal shape or morpheme that marks noun class on the noun. Such a language is Hindi, a 

language in which phonetic/phonological form of nouns is not a reliable cue to noun class, but agreement 

always is. Thus, while we cannot formulate rules like “-i ending nouns in Hindi are always feminine”, 

given that pani “water” is masculine, we may formulate the rule “the feminine (singular) noun class 
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requires verbal participles to bear the agreement inflectional suffix -i”. 

 

Furthermore, in many languages, a noun whose referent has biological sex is not necessarily mapped onto 

the corresponding noun class, so that all nouns referring to males are assigned [MASC] and females are 

assigned [FEM].A famous case is German, where young girls are assigned [NEUTER] gender; to this, we 

may add Konkani, a three-way [NC] system, where ‘wife’ is also assigned [NEUTER]. Hindi, on the 

other hand, is extremely regular as far as this property is concerned, as all male nouns are always mapped 

onto [MASCULINE] and females onto [FEMININE] gender. 

 

In inflectional languages, [NC] features typically occur fused with other grammatical features, such as 

[NUMBER] and [CASE]. A good example of this is Hindi, in which [NC] is found in portmanteau 

morphs with oblique Case (an inflection that Hindi nouns take in the context of an adposition; cf. Unit 

XX). For example, the -e morpheme on the masculine singular oblique form laɽke is a fused form 

signifying number, Case, and noun class. 

 

(1) Hindi Portmanteaus of [NC], [NUMBER], and [OBLIQUE] 

 

 

In inflectional languages, [NC] features typically occur fused with other grammatical features, such as 

[NUMBER] and [CASE]. A good example of this is Hindi, in which [NC] is found in portmanteau 

morphs with oblique Case (an inflection that Hindi nouns take in the context of an adposition; cf. Unit 

XX). For example, the -e morpheme on the masculine singular oblique form laɽke is a fused form 

signifying number, Case, and noun class. 

 

A final aspect of an NCsystem that must be noted is that there is no speaker and register variation (except 

perhaps in humour) with respect to which noun class a particular noun is assigned. Once the 

speaker/speech community fixes the assignment, speakers will always use that noun as belonging to that 

class in all registers. Note that this does not mean that there will be no regional variation allowed, as 

NOUN (M) SG PL   NOUN (F) SG PL 

Direct laɽka laɽkei   Direct laɽkii laɽkiiyãã 

Oblique laɽke laɽkõ   Oblique laɽkii laɽkiiyõ 
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different speech communities may assign different NCs to a lexeme shared between two varieties. 

 

3.  Noun Classifier (NCLF) Languages 

Occupying the middle region of the continuum are noun classifier (NCLF) languages like Mundari, 

Angami, etc., which evidence a lexico-grammatical system of noun classification by the use of NCLFs 

(usually, bound morpheme\words). Whereas noun classification is typically revealed via 

concord/agreement relations in the sentence, CLFs are often independent words (with generic semantics), 

and are independent of any other element in a noun phrase or in a clause.  

 

In many noun classifier languages, class distinctions may be made along the lines of humans, body parts, 

flora, fauna, natural objects, artefacts, food (flesh/vegetable), edibility, potability, social relations 

(particularly kinship), domestication, and other socio-cultural important concepts. NCLFs typically 

establish a generic-specific semantic relationship, in which the referential noun denotes a generic type and 

the meaning of the NCLF limits this generic reference to a specific class. When it occurs, the NCLF 

marker is typically a bound morpheme or an independent word of the language, as every noun in the 

language does not necessarily take a noun classifier. Furthermore, in many languages a noun  

 

There are a number of contentious issues with regards to the identification of languages that have a NCLF 

feature (see Grinevald 2002 for a discussion), the most important of which is whether the mere existence 

classes of nouns in a language is sufficient to distinguish it as a NCLF language. Take as an example, 

Angami, where there clearly exist noun classes based on the semantic distinction of animacy and 

humanness, a fact that is reflected in the use of different sets of natural gender suffixes. 

 

 (2) Angami NCLFs  

kêpêthāmiè  ‘teacher’ kêpêthāmiè-pfə́  ‘female teacher’   

wī  ‘bison’ wī-krə́  ‘female bison’    

mêkhrû  ‘dove’ mêkhrū-krə  ‘female dove’  mêkhrū-dzə̄  ‘male dove’  

têfə́  ‘dog’ fə̂-krə́  ‘bitch’ fə̂-pfù ‘male dog’ 

têmə́  ‘goat’ mə̂-krə́  ‘she-goat’ mə̂-dō  ‘he-goat’ 

 

As will be noted, natural gender marking suffixes vary according to sub-classes of nouns—for example, 
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feminine gender marking is -pfə́ for humans, but -krə́ for non-humans, and masculine gender-marking is -

dō for goats, but -dzə̄ for doves, and -pfù for dogs. Giridhar (1977) traces these different forms to a 

nominal classification system represented in Figure 1. 

 

It is worthwhile asking whether we should consider Angami as a [NCLF] language, or whether we should 

treat these morphemes as derivational morphemes. On the face of it, the usage here does not appear to be 

distinct from the way that class terms in languages like English, where berry-denoting terms are almost 

always compounded with the term berry, e.g., strawberry, raspberry, blueberry, gooseberry, etc. Separate 

words are used as class-terms in English as well: for example, the word tree is used to signify 

membership of the class of trees, e.g., apple tree, banana tree, cherry tree, etc.  

 

There is considerable debate in the literature about whether the existence of class terms is in itself enough 

to identify a language as a noun classifier language, because by that token, any language that shows some 

system of noun classification will have to be classified as one. In my opinion, the safest criterion to use is 

one when incorporating the notion of [NCLF] enables us to arrive at better generalisations of the 

morphology and morphosyntax of the language concerned. By this criterion, we would be justified in 

positing Angami as a [NCLF] language, if we find that the morphology/morphosyntax of the language 

cannot be described without reference to this feature. From what we currently know about Angami, this 

does not seem to be the case.  

 

A good example for the application of this criterion is the Present Great Andamanese language. 

Abbi(2013: p.77ff) argues for identification of the body division markers as NCLFs, and shows that they 

“play a significant role in word formation processes as grammaticalised units and can attach to a large 

Figure 1. Noun classification in Angami 
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number of vocabulary items signifying diverse meanings”. She identifies seven such body division 

classes of nouns: 

(3) Present Great Andamanese Body-Division based NCLFs 

Classes Partonomy of the human body Body class markers 

I mouth and its semantic extensions a=  

II major external body parts   ɛr=  

III extreme ends of the body, e.g. toes and fingernails oŋ=  

IV bodily products and part-whole relationships ut=  

V organs inside the body   e=  

VI parts designating round shape/sexual organs   ara=  

VII parts for legs and related terms   o=/ɔ= 

 

These body division NCLFs1are prefixed onto a nominal referent to indicate various locations of that 

referent on the body. In other words, they embody a generic to specific semantics, by which the nouns to 

which they attach denotes a generic referent, which is rendered to a specific meaning by the NCLF. For 

example, tei ‘blood’ can be prefixed with any of these class markers to indicate its source: 

 

(4) Present Great Andamanese Body-Division based NCLFs 

e=tei   (CLASS V= blood) ‘blood inside the body’ 

ot=tei (CLASS IV= blood) ‘blood outside the body’ [when bleeding]’ 

oŋ=tei (CLASS III= blood) ‘blood on finger or from finger’ 

ɛr=tei (CLASS II= blood) ‘blood from the head’ 

 

If we were to posit these prefixes to be derivational morphemes rather than NCLFs, we may be able to 

describe this fragment of data, but shall be losing the link between the data in (4) and (5) below, where it 

is shown that in the context of inalienable possession, these very same class NCLFs are obligatory: 

 

                                                           
1 Note that Abbi (2013) actually goes on to argue that the body division class markers are in fact, category neutral 

proclitics, attaching to verbs, adjectives, and adverbs, besides nouns. I refer to them as NCLFs because in her 

scheme, when these proclitics are realized in the nominal domain, they identify seven noun classes.  
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(5) Present Great Andamanese Body-Division based NCLFs 

a. ʈh=ot=bo  (ISG=CLASS IV=back) ‘my back’ 

b. ʈh=a=tat  (ISG=CLASS I=tongue) ‘my tongue’ 

c. ʈh=uŋ=kenap (ISG=CLASS III=finger) ‘my finger’ 

d. ʈh=ut=bec (ISG=CLASS IV=hair) ‘my hair’ 

 

Note that these NCLFs do not constitute the basis for agreement classes, i.e. there is no agreement on 

verbs/predicates for these features. (See Abbi 2013: p. 213 ff.)  

 

4. Numeral Classifier (NCLA) languages 

Numeral Classifier (NCLA) languages closely resemble NCLF languages in that the system does 

not classify every noun into one or the other class, and many nouns do not bear any classifier. 

Furthermore, it is not the case that a noun that has been classified must always occur with a 

classifier, as that noun may in certain contexts surface without the classifier as well. For 

example, mass nouns in the Tani language Tagin are never marked with classifiers. At the same 

time, NCLA languages also differ crucially from NCLF languages in that in the former, 

whenever the noun phrase also contains a numeral or quantifier, at least some, if not all, of the 

classifiers must appear in a position strictly adjacent to the numeral. 

 

Lyons (1977: 463) made a distinction between two types of (numeral) classifiers: SORTAL 

classifiers and MENSURAL classifiers. A sortal classifier is one that “which individuates 

whatever it refers to in terms of the kind of entity that it is”, i.e. sortal classifiers therefore class 

nouns by their salient semantic properties – for example, whether the noun is human, animate, 

round, long, thin, fat, made of wood or leaf, or what they are used for. It must be noted that the 

reference here is to linguistic properties, rather than the actual physical\use properties of the 

referent – for example if a language uses a classifier signifying round objects with the word ball, 

then usually, that same classifier will be used when a square ball is presented.  
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The Bangla classifiers –jɔn and –khana are examples of sortal and mensural classifiers 

respectively: the former classifier can only be used with humans, whereas the latter is a ‘piece’ 

classifier that can be used with any inanimate count noun that may have individuable parts or 

may be conceived of as a piece in itself. 

 

(6)  Bangla classifiers 

a. du-jɔn  chele    b. *du(i) chele  

 two-person boy         ‘Two 

boys.’ 

 

c. du-khana ruʈi/  ɖim  c. *du(i) ruʈi/ɖim   

 two-piece bread  eggs       ‘Two 

pieces of bread’/ ‘Two eggs.’ 

 

Examples (6b,d) show that in the context of countability and measuring, a bare numeral is 

disallowed, either with a full form of the numeral 2 (dui) or a reduced form (du) -- the classifier 

must be present. In addition, the fact that the full form of the numeral is ungrammatical indicates 

that (6a-c) is not just a syntactic combination of a numeral and a noun (as in English). 

 

Cheng and Sybesma (1999) distinguish mensural classifiers from sortal classifiers by the terms 

“count-classifier” and “massifier”. According to them, the crucial distinction lies with regards to 

individuation. While count classifiers “single out one countable discrete unit”, 

massifier/mensural CLAs, do not pick out discrete units”. In other words, massifiers are non-

individual classifiers, because “even though there is a classifier, we are still left with a mass”. 

Under this analysis, “while massifiers create a measure for counting”, count-classifiers “simply 

name the unit of natural semantic partitioning”.  

 

Massifiers and classifiers must be distinguished from measure words/phrases and collective 
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nouns, which abound cross-linguistically. Just the fact that collective terms are used in a lexically 

specific way – e.g., stack for books/paper, flocks for birds -- does not make these expressions 

numeral classifiers or massifiers, because the selection relationship between the collective term 

and the noun is not syntactic and does not impact on grammaticality. For example, the 

knowledge that a group of lions is appropriately called a pride of lions is specific lexical 

knowledge, a knowledge that many speakers may not have. Use of collective terms like “a 

family of lions” or “a group of lions” instead will not be deemed to be ungrammatical. However, 

in languages with genuine massifiers, the non-use of a massifier\classifier in the context of 

quantification will result in ungrammaticality judgements.  

 

Turning to measure phrases, merely using nouns as units of measure of mass entities is not a sufficient 

condition for the language to be considered a NCLA language. Crosslinguistically, the syntax of measure 

phrases is often distinct from the normal patterns of nominal phrases, as shown strikingly by Hindi, 

which is an NC language in (7). As the contrast in this example shows, for the noun glass to serve as a 

measure, the unit of measure must appear adjacent to the numeral.  

 

(7) Hindi measure phrases 

 a. do  glas pani    b. do pani  ke  glas  

 two  glass water     two  glass GEN pani 

 ‘Two glasses of water’    ‘Two water glasses’  

 

From this special syntax, however, it would be wrong to conclude that Hindi to be a NCLA language, as 

the language lacks count classifiers completely. It thus seems that for a language to be convincingly 

labelled a NCLA language, the language must have count classifiers, and the syntax of its measure 

phrases must follow the syntactic rules that determine the patterns count classifiers. We can say that 
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the following conditions must hold for a language to be a NCLA language: 

 True classifiers are overt expressions of unit counting of individuable nouns 

 Classifiers impose a semantic classification of the nouns they occur with in terms of their salient 

properties. A change in classifier implies a change in meaning (in terms of class membership). 

 Classifiers function as individualisers of a nominal head that is indeterminate for [NUMBER]. 

 

5.  Featural Descriptions of Nominal Classification systems 

For NC languages, we could make the standard assumption of binary features. For example, a 

two NC language like Hindi will have only two values [+M] and [M], i.e. a single binary feature. 

A language like Konkani, which has three noun classes, another binary feature would have to be 

added; say, feminine, with the result that neuter gender could be characterised as [+M, +F]. 

However, in a language with 19 classes like the Bantu languages, a binary feature system cannot 

describe the whole system Moreover, since the semantic basis for most NC systems is opaque, 

finding the right values will be difficult. As a consequence, the literature uses privative feature 

values to describe NC languages, merely listing the features as NC1, NC2, NC3, and so on.  

 

A similar issue arises in the case of NCLF and NCLA languages. Note that the values we would have to 

choose have to be semantic in nature — for example, a shape or size classifier, such as ‘round object’ is 

based on the physical properties of the referent, and so while [+round] is a meaningful feature, it is less 

clear that [-round] has a similar semantic import. In fact, classifiers seem to name only the ‘plus’ values 

of such semantic features, i.e. while a language may express the value [+round] by a classifier, the value 

[-round] is not usually expressed as one. For this reason, we shall not attempt a binary feature 

specification of values of NCLA and NCLF features, keep to a privative notation instead – e.g., [NCLA: 

Round].  

5.  Conclusion 

In conclusion, let us recapitulate in a tabular form, the distinctions between NC, NCF, NCLA 

languages.  
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Noun Class Languages  Noun Classifier Languages Numeral Classifier 

Languages 

Classify all nouns Don’t classify all nouns Don’t classify all nouns 

Each N is assigned to one 

class onlu 

One N may be used with 

several CLFs, (with a change 

in meaning) 

One N may be used with 

several CLFs, (with a change 

in meaning) 

May be inflectionally marked 

on N itself, if marked at all. In 

all cases, these morphemes 

cannot be traced to 

independent lexical items 

Tend to be either compounded 

or free (reduced/full) forms. 

Typically have a generic-

specific semantic relationship 

with the noun they are 

attached to 

Appear syntactically adjacent 

to numerals. No systematic 

lexical semantic relationship 

can be traced. 

Occur fused with other 

grammatical features 

Are independent or at least not 

fused. 

Are independent  

May not be stacked May be stacked May not be stacked 

Visible in concord/agreement 

patterns  

Not part of concord/agreement 

systems 

Not part of concord/agreement 

systems 

Essential for describing the 

syntactic patterns of a 

language 

Essential for describing the 

morphological patterns of a 

language 

Essential for describing the 

syntactic patterns of a 

language 

The inventory of NCs is 

relatively small (from 2 to 

about 20) 

The inventory of CLFs may 

vary in size (from 2 to several 

hundred) 

The inventory of CLFs may 

vary in size (from 2 to at least 

50) 

 

 


